Subject: Spark plug EYQUEM A 755 L, Part Number: 205.123.100.000 and
Spark plug EYQUEM A 755, Part Number: 170.123.101.000

Affected engine models: All engine models:

- L 1700
- L 2000
- L 2400 EB, L 2400 EE

Background information: Production of current spark plug EYQUEM A 755 L, P/N: 205.123.100.000 and EYQUEM A 755, P/N: 170.123.101.000 terminated.

Priority: On replacement of spark plugs

Compliance: The spark plug EYQUEM A 755 L, P/N: 205.123.100.000 is replaced by spark plug LIMBACH LB-L41.0, P/N: 205.123.101.000.
The spark plug EYQUEM A 755, P/N: 170.123.101.000 is replaced by spark plug LIMBACH LB-N41.0, P/N: 170.123.103.000.

When using the new type spark plugs a new ignition harness must be used also.
The ignition harness P/N: 205.123.010.000 is replaced by ignition harnesses P/N: 205.123.011.000.
The ignition harness P/N: 205.123.020.000 is replaced by ignition harnesses P/N: 205.123.021.000.
The ignition harness P/N: 170.123.020.000 is replaced by ignition harnesses P/N: 170.123.021.000 or 170.123.022.000.
The ignition harness P/N: 209.123.020.000 is replaced by ignition harnesses P/N: 209.123.021.000.

References in the manuals are to be added in handwriting.

Caution: Engine specific data does not change.

Note: This document has been translated to the best of our knowledge. In case of doubt however only the German original shall be considered authoritative.
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